FIRST PROVINCIAL CHAPTER
Day 3 – Sunday 11th December 2022

Session 1: The Election of the Provincial Council

The day began with the Brothers assembling in prayer. Their task was to elect the members of the Provincial Council through a series of Ballots.

Each of the Brothers elected formally accepted their appointment from the Provincial.

We congratulate the following Brothers on their appointment:

Darren Burge
John Hazelman
Peter Horide
Gregory McDonald
Graham Neist
Sefo Une

There will be a formal Provincial Council Commissioning held in the Chapel, this evening.

From tomorrow, the Chapter program will shift its focus. To date the focus has broadly been ‘Leadership’.

Now the delegates will be considering the key areas to which we wish to give our energies over the next eighteen months or so.

Chapter Working Groups will be set up to begin this and the areas named thus far are:

- Brothers Together (pastoral care)
- Formation Together (Brothers and Lay)
- Mission – the broad areas of education and integral ecology.
• Health and Wellbeing
• Wounded Healers – the impact of the sexual abuse crisis on the Brothers and their morale.

We will report more on these areas in the days to come.

Brothers Josep-Maria Soteras (Councillor General), Ernesto Sánchez-Barba (Superior General), Peter Carroll (Provincial), Graham Neist, Peter Horide, John Hazelman, Darren Burge and Ben Consigli (Councillor General).

Anthony Robinson.